
Strategic Quarterly 
Planning: Reverse 

Engineering Your Year
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Part One: STEP ZERO
Foundational best practices to help keep you from going 

down rabbit holes :)
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a) Frequency matters. Embodying the frequency of 
your highest self is the fastest way to get what you 
want.... And incidentally, to easily accept large 
amounts of money from people. 

You already ARE it. 
You just need to sit in that energy.
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i) Your fee reflects your confidence in your skill set - 
and in everything. Your most ideal, Soulmate 
clients want and expect your confidence.
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ii)  Be in 100% alignment with the truth that 
there is no lack - only abundance. Be ruthless 
(with love) about shifting anything to the 
contrary. The clients are here, the money is here. 

But of course. You get to let go of money drama, 
comparison, and either/or thinking.
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iii) Highly successful people have discipline. They 
create focus, and know that “I’m so overwhelmed” is 
newbie stuff.
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iv) Highly successful people don’t do the bypass thing. 
You get to be raw honest about what is still getting in 
the way.
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v) Money is not all-powerful. You have power over 
money, and you are the catalyst for it. 

It is a CHOICE how much money you receive. You call 
in more by keeping your standards high around it.
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vi) Have ZERO tolerance for money shenanigans. You 
are just NOT here for it. 

(Late payments, long ass calls where people don’t 
even sign up, special payment arrangements, etc.)
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vii) EXPECT your success. Expect your clients’ success. 
Expect things will work.
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viii) LOVE is the bottom line. <3 
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b) Have levels of support: peers to reach out to (each 
other if it resonates); team - proactively invest for your 
growth - i.e., hire BEFORE you need to!
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c) Being willing to test/be curious/track. Marketing 
is guessing and testing! 

Be willing to course correct, and “stay in the room” 
when it gets uncomfortable.
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d) Understand that a converting offer comes first.
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e) Make sure service delivery is locked up tight. 
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Part Two: STEP ONE
Where the planning happens!
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FIRST…

● Make a decision: are shorter-term goals the priority, or 
long-term building?
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● Have a consistent monthly income goal, AND at the 
same time, stay away from “what happened before 
determines what happens in the future” thinking.

o “Well, we only got X people in it, and now we have 
6 months left of the year… if we get Y people every 
month…”
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● Celebrate & Complete before your next planning 
session!
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The 3 AREAS of BUSINESS:

● Acquisition: How you get clients (“Lead Generation”)

● Conversion: Making the sale

● Delivery: Delivering the service/product

Everything you do in your business (including scaling) falls 
into one of these 3 areas – be clear on which one your goal 
falls into!
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Planning Process: THE QUESTIONS
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The Bigger Picture…

You can come at this a few different ways. No matter which 
way you do, the bottom line is that it is a super-simple 
NUMBER to focus on, from which all of our other goals can 
flow.
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Option 1: Your Number of Clients total TARGET.

● Example: “Based on my monthly income goal, I want 30 
new clients total in Quarter 1 (or 120 new clients for the 
year).”
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Another Option: Number of Clients in a specific OFFER. For 
our example here, we’ll use the Intro Offer (“Front End” 
Offer) TARGET.

What is the Intro Offer all about?
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● Delivers ONE Meaningful Result within the bigger transformation (which your 
Ongoing Offer is for), that they already WANT. 

● Typically priced $2k-$10k, and is 4-8 weeks MAX in length.
● Solves a pressing problem that they know that they have.
● Opens the door to the BIGGER result (Ongoing Offer) that they want (creates the 

gap; is often the FIRST breakthrough that positions the bigger problem).
● Is NOT something they can figure out on their own.
● Creates some significant initial success, but also models that it is NOT the whole 

picture (that’s for the Ongoing Offer).
● And at the same time IS satisfying – creates an “I did it!” sense of 

accomplishment.
● TACTICAL. Often times is very strategic. (Can also be profound and immersive. 

But usually involves a single tactic, strategy and result.)
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How do you come up with your Intro Offer TARGET?

● How many people do you want in your 
Recurring/Ongoing Offer? (An Ongoing Offer is typically 
longer term, i.e., 12 months, and in the $15-$30k range.) 
Choose this so that your monthly money goal is EASY.
o Example: I want 20 people in my Ongoing Offer.
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● How many people do you need in your Intro Offer to hit 
that number? (assume a conversion rate of 30%)
○ Example:  30% of what number = 20? 67. 
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● Now, divide that Intro Offer number by 12 (months), then 
divide that by 4.
○ Example:  67/12 = 6, 6/4 = 2

● Scaling Goal: [X] Intro Offer Clients per Week = 2
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Now with that ONE number, we have ONE thing to focus on. 
This ONE thing shows us exactly where we are, and gives us 
a clear path to get there.
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If your Target is simply Number of Clients, what would make 
that Target INEVITABLE?

● Example: number of messages to list/social, amount of 
calls to action, guest spots on podcasts, list building goal, 
etc.
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If your Target involves your Intro Offer, what list building 
number would make that Intro Offer Target INEVITABLE?

● Example: if we wanted 67 clients in our Intro Offer over 
the course of a year… we might be looking at 2300 
6-figure (or close to) ambitious, change making 
coaches/experts/mentors/leaders in our community 
and we “convert” 3%. (And that’s being conservative. 
:)) 
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What goes into the INEVITABLE Scenario?
What are all the priorities and tasks that go into making that 
happen? Consider all 3 areas: Acquisition, Conversion, Delivery.

● Example:  
○ Acquisition: rock solid lead gen system - ads, social, 

podcasts (getting them into FB group/on list; messaging 
and brand updated and consistent across the board)

○ Conversion: Content for both FB group and list (Straight 
Up and Nurture messages with Calls to Action); system for 
getting content from me to assistant to post

○ Delivery: delivery of Intro Offer and Ongoing Offer locked 
up tight and systematized; new assistant or 2
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Out of those priorities and tasks, what’s already going 
well?

Out of those priorities and tasks, what needs immediate 
attention?

Out of those priorities and tasks, which is the biggest 
bottleneck, that if it were resolved, you’d have a big 
“whoosh” towards your Intro Offer/Number of Clients 
Target?
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WHY hasn’t this been resolved yet? What’s getting in the 
way?

● What makes you stop or pull back?
○ Example: perfectionism; fear of not knowing what to 

say
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● What makes you get your hands all up in minutiae they 
don’t need to be in?
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● What’s your “kryptonite”?
○ Example: Not following through and instead 

wasting time doing other shit. :) 
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What needs to be true for it to just BE DONE already?

● For you to go “full force” and just allow it… (External)
● I.e., how must you BE, or the energetic frequency? 

(Internal)
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Now that we have a sense of the Bigger Picture, we can drill 
down…
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How much have I made (booked & banked) so far this year?

What amount of money am I a commitment to creating by 
the end of the [planning period – usually a quarter, or by the 
end of the year (and back up to the current quarter)]?
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What’s the GAP?

● How much $$ needs to come in, in order to meet your 
income goal?
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What is an absolute MUST? (Anything non-negotiable)

What do I just want to have DONE in the next [90 days]?
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Finish up…

“I am so happy & grateful now that it’s [DATE] and…”
● Set your money/clients goals – “… I’ve received [$X] / month from [Y] 

clients in [timeframe]…”

● Identify your 3 TOP PRIORITY Projects!
o Whatever needs to happen to meet the money goal will likely be 

one of them

● And  then… everything else. ☺
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Doing this process at the BEGINNING of the year to set your 
Number of Clients/Intro Offer Target, including listing ALLLL 
the priorities and tasks that make it happen makes it so that  
in future quarterly planning sessions, you WON’T be starting 
from scratch!
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You can see if your Intro Offer Target needs to be adjusted, 
then check in with where you are with all the things that 
make it inevitable.  

What’s working?  What’s blocked and what’s getting in the 
way?



Thank You! <3 
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